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Survey results show complexity of outsourcing decisions
When it’s time to re-evaluate what functions to retain in-house and what to outsource,
financials are not always the primary considerations. A much stronger approach is to align
the decision-making to the company’s broader business objectives.
Rocky Mountain Institute shows how sustainability is done
When your very existence is to foster the sole use of renewable energy sources by
businesses, governments and communities, building a new headquarters in a particularly
cold climate turns up the heat, so to speak, on your efforts. The Rocky Mountain Institute
delivered.
Women in corporate real estate see – and support – big changes
It’s worth pausing now and then to measure progress women have made in the business
world. Beyond the organic rise of women in the workplace through greater access and
education, specific efforts – country by country or in society at large – continue to work at
leveling the playing field in the CRE profession.
New research sheds light on value of employee wellness
Think you know the importance of supporting employee health and wellness? Researchers
at the University of California, Berkeley, have studied the topic in detail and have, without
question, connected the dots to organizational success.
Viewing building as an asset helped support transformational goals
With offices spread throughout seven buildings, one growing Philadelphia-area company
saw its effort to consolidate space with an optimistic eye on more broadly supporting
company strategies, evolving workplace dynamics, and corporate values.

Indoor-positioning system overrides bad yet common habits
It’s a common situation: Someone books a meeting space, but for any number of reasons
doesn’t use it or unbook it. That seems benign enough on the face of it, but for a company
with 14,000 employees located in multiple buildings on a large corporate campus, it
posed a real problem. Enter indoor-positioning technology.
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Workspace as
an asset
by Lainie Sitko and Jake Kelly

H

ow could a family-owned, people-driven technology company, in the
middle of a strategic transformation, update its fragmented, outdated
and highly structured work environments into a unified, flexible and
collaborative headquarters? How might its updated spaces enable employees
to do their best work, and drive innovation? What would the right space
mean to the company’s transformational growth?
Vertex, Inc., a provider of tax technology solutions, undertook an
extensive, multi-year engagement with both experts and its employees. The
purpose was to ensure that the end result meant strategic support for its
transformational objectives.
Through years of steady growth, accelerated by new product and
operational strategies, the company occupied five buildings of its original
Philadelphia-area campus. However, due to the expansions it was forced to
lease additional space in two other nearby locations.
Though the buildings were functional, working among all seven impeded
the flexibility needed to accommodate a growing, dynamic workforce and
the collaboration needed to push a strategic transformation. Separate
buildings were developing diverging cultures, slowly fragmenting the
workforce. Further expansion could mean having to engage leases in even
more locations, introducing more complexity and increasing costs.
Having outgrown its facilities, the company decided to take advantage of
the opportunity. A new headquarters could be designed to serve as an asset,
helping to accelerate business results.
To achieve that goal, factors such as company strategy and evolving
workplace dynamics, as well as the corporate values, especially respecting
employees, had to be considered. Any plan had to align their needs and the
needs of the business to accelerate performance in a new work environment.
The search begins
It was a year-long process to create a vision for the next-generation
space. Vertex worked with expert learning partner Root, Inc., to engage
employees through interactive efforts. The cooperative project created
foundations for the workplace approach by establishing connections
between corporate strategy and the people and culture supporting it.
Once the foundations were determined, Vertex partnered with real estate
advisor Cresa to establish criteria by which to measure space attributes
against the new vision. Cresa representatives Matthew Feeney and Rick
Ybarra extensively interviewed strategy leaders across the company to
identify what mattered most to Vertex. Then, using PairWise methodology to
help drive consensus, they ranked the identified themes to determine their
relative importance.
The result was criteria that included scalability, flexibility and cost
effectiveness; increased options to collaborate; the ability to attract new
employees; and minimal impact to commutes. The Vertex team now
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The new headquarters was designed as a workplace environment that serves
as a valuable asset, a natural driver of innovation and true collaboration —
a workplace of choice.

Clusters of custom-designed workstations with ergonomic sit/stand desks and seated privacy walls fan out from a central ring of glass-walled offices,
taking advantage of natural light and expansive views while creating flexible options for organization.

understood how business strategy and company direction could help it
evaluate the real estate market.
Building the strategy
Building on the top-level guidance of the business criteria, architectural
services provider Francis Cauffman worked to apply them to interior design.
To start, the firm studied all seven Vertex offices and employee routines in
detail. Through interviews, surveys, and utilization and observation studies
over many months, it identified patterns and collected thousands of data
points on communication, collaboration, change, work-life balance
and culture.

The Francis Cauffman studies provided tremendous insight into the
complex picture of how Vertex work was being done, identifying issues that
were affecting work activities. The separate buildings were fragmenting our
culture. The highly structured and inflexible spaces were not being used
effectively. Individual workspaces were underused. Most critically for a
collaborative company, meeting spaces were too few, sized incorrectly, and
inadequate for the way employees used them.
In addition, employees identified needs that included more access to
daylight, sound control, better ergonomics and more collaborative spaces.
The findings also helped to construct a workplace strategy to fit the
culture and introduce efficiencies. It was discussed with employees after
being distilled into five guiding principles:
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A conference center sits directly off the reception area.

A lounge off the Town Center provides space
to hold impromptu discussions or relax.

1. Populations of all seven Philadelphia-area buildings would be
consolidated into a single location, unifying the headquarters-based
workforce.
2. A variety of activity-based workspaces would be added to the floor
design, as alternatives to desks, providing choices that support
differing work styles.
3. The floorplan would be more open, rather than overly structured
and fixed, to allow more spontaneity, better sightlines and improved
access to daylight, without going to extremes or compromising
concentration and privacy.
4. The workforce would be organized on flexible instead of functional
lines to align people to work and easily change over time, as needed.
5. A mix of assigned and shared workspaces would accommodate a
variety of permanent and mobile workstyles without causing overleasing of excess space.
Matching strategy with options
With the real estate and workplace strategies in place, evaluation
of properties for office space began. A desirable, cost-effective location
would support maintaining the business and growth without compromising
workplace strategy or causing employees hardship.
Vertex and its advisors pared down a list of more than 20 properties,
guided by thorough understanding of the clear vision and strategies, as
well as data from extensive modeling that detailed different real estate
scenarios. While each site had potential, the market was small due to the
desired location. The new space would need to accommodate growth and
its availability would need to coincide with the expiration of existing leases.
Finally, potential choices needed to pass a test fit for not only size, but
whether that space would support our new way of working.
After careful consideration, the building that met all criteria was in the
Renaissance Business Park in King of Prussia, PA., only a few miles from
the original campus. With the location selected, Vertex and the architects
could design the workspace to improve productivity and maximize
collaborative events.
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A variety of seating, vertical writing surfaces and digital
displays fill brainstorming lounges to encourage idea sharing.

The design is completed
Now, with a more open floorplan, clusters of custom-designed
workstations with seated-privacy walls fan out from a central ring of
glass-walled offices. The layout takes advantage of natural light and
expansive views, while creating neighborhoods that allow for more flexible
organization. Desks are adjustable to standing height and equipped with
dual monitors, convenience ports, ergonomically adjustable chairs and

other features that contribute to productivity and employee
comfort.
To enable people to easily interact while still finding
concentration and privacy, a variety of spaces designed and
equipped for both focus-based and collaborative activities
are distributed throughout the floorplans. Whether scheduled
meetings, impromptu discussions, focus time, brainstorming
sessions or longer-term projects, employees can find spaces for
the different ways they work.
Several modern training rooms support presentations and
technology-based classwork. And, as one of the most important
additions, a Town Center occupies nearly a quarter of the first
floor of the building. The large, open, cafeteria-style space can
be used to gather for meals with a variety of seating options,
including booths, that invite interaction. The space also hosts
large company meetings and can be converted into several
smaller rooms.
Amenities for employees include access to a nearby fitness
center, onsite food options, locker rooms, walking paths
The first floor is also home to
throughout the business park, and covered parking.
two traditional training rooms, including
Thanks to efficiencies realized in the plan, less square
one with video conference capability and a technical
footage was needed. “We use less space, but accommodate
training room for computer-based training.
more people, more flexibly,” said Lainie Sitko, director of
workplace strategy at Vertex, who co-led the project with Chris
Kohl, chief information
valuable asset, a natural driver of innovation and true collaboration – as
officer and vice president of corporate a workplace of choice. Designed to support the different ways employees
technology. “We went from seven
work, the space encourages countless opportunities for connection and
buildings to one, and still have room
creativity. These, and the increased productivity they promote, are critical to
for growth.”
Vertex business strategies of driving growth in existing and future markets.
The strategic principles defined during the project are transferable to
A process for all, by all
all Vertex locations throughout the U.S. and its overseas offices, reinforcing
the Vertex brand and promoting unification wherever their work grows.
As the building was completed, a
Ultimately, the modern and flexible workspace realizes its goal to
highly coordinated effort moved 650
inspire achievement of the company’s vision, values and mission by
employees from all seven buildings
connecting its people, customers, and partners across the globe, using
over a single weekend. Nearly everyone spaces in the way that they work for the people who need them.
was up and running, within hours, the
following Monday.
With 20 years’ experience in facility management,
The investments in time and effort
corporate real estate and workplace strategy
for the lengthy and unconventional
development, Lainie Sitko, CFM, is director of
learning and decision-making process
Workplace Strategy for Vertex, Inc.
driving the headquarters move
provided critical value in support of
business strategy. The comprehensive
engagements with employees proved to
be as important as the detailed analysis
and design by real estate advisors and
architectural partners. Without input
from all those sources feeding design,
Vertex would have found it much more
difficult to articulate a workplace
strategy that aligned the needs of their people, their most important
resource, to the needs of the business.
On a practical level, it also made construction easier. “Investing the
three years to complete the extensive planning was also beneficial for
implementation,” said Sitko. “Once we’d made the decision on which
building, design and construction work in the ten months it took to complete
made everything go that much more smoothly. We had nothing to correct.”
The result is a workplace environment that successfully serves as a

Jake Kelly is a senior corporate communications
specialist at Vertex, Inc., where he covers internal
news and events.
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